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Body Paint Dos and Don’ts 

1. DO SHOWER and SHAVE everywhere the morning or night before. 

2. DO STRETCH before hand, it will help you to maintain standing for 3-10 

hours. 

3.DO COMMUNICATE your needs. Is it too hot? Too cold?  Need a 5 min. 

break?  Let me know!   

4. DO EAT a big healthy breakfast with good proteins! It's hard to eat any 

substantial amount of food while there's paint on your face and hands even if food 

breaks are given. USE A STRAW when drinking your water. 

5. DO wear bottoms appropriate to the body art. (i.e. matching color to the design; 

Lycra fabric, etc.) All fabrics WILL stain with body paint.  

6. DO NOT wear lotions or Oils prior to painting. 

7. DO DRY your hair; leave clean, natural and without product. I will style your 

hair to match the aesthetic of the piece. (Unless we have discussed otherwise) 

8. DO let me know if you have any LATEX allergies; as most prosthetic pieces 

will be Latex.   

9. DO bring a robe and a towel, as well as any shower items you need. I will 

provide the shower facilities at my home studio. 

10. DO bring flip flops, or cheap sandals to protect your feet during transport. 



11. Do keep HYDTRATED, but do not overdo it… as you don’t want to have to 

use the restroom while being covered in paint (it is possible, but your bottoms will 

be glued to you!). Please ALWAYS use a straw to protect the makeup application! 

12.  DO NOT stress!  Relax and do NOT lock your knees.  PLEASE inform me of 

any dizziness, I will stop painting and make sure you are okay.  Paint is temporary!  

I want to insure all of my models are safe and comfortable.  Stretch and bend when 

you need to, let me know if you are uncomfortable and we can adjust to keep 

things moving comfortably.   

 

**I always provide pasties or sculpted prosthetics.  If being totally nude isn’t your 

thing, we can work around that with panties, bottoms, pasties and prosthetics!  

Once you are painted you will NOT feel naked!  You will feel MAGICAL! ** 

 


